The Internet of Things (IoT) has become the forefront of bridging different technologies together. It brings rise to online computational services that make mundane tasks convenient. However, the volume of devices connecting to the network started to increase. In turn, services that thrived on centralized storage are being strained and overloaded. As applications and software advances, processing and computational power become a concern to technology companies. With data risks and large numbers of connected devices, cloud computing has become outdated. Devices are forced to commit unnecessary expenses to stay relevant in the market due to the increase in software complexity. This need for change resulted in the introduction of edge computing. Edge computing distributes the computational strain between the server and the devices. This contribution allows the cloud to accommodate more users and devices are no longer in need to make significant changes to their design every so often. Many real-time applications have evolved to require high amounts of processing power to execute. For example, sound classification comes with massive computational needs due to its affiliation with neural networks and deep learning. This paper aims to create a feasible and deployable real-time sound classification system. There were three configurations tested in this paper. The results of our experiments show that cloud computing and edge computing alone cannot cater to a technological market that is exponentially growing in size and complexity. However, the same results show promise in finding optimal configurations in terms of a combination of end device power consumption, application runtime and server latency to systems instead of focusing on a single model. Overall, it is better to take into consideration the strengths and weaknesses of each computing architecture. In finding a reasonable configuration balance, lower power consumption in end devices and lesser computational strain on cloud servers is a must.
Introduction
The Internet of Things is a network of heterogeneous devices that are connected to the Internet by wireless access technologies such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth [1, 2] . It provides many online services that are currently being used by the masses. Many have thought to use this network as a means to store data wirelessly to improve convenience for its users. The idea was to allow any user access to his or her data anywhere that has an Internet connection. The resulting shift in data storage gave rise to services such as; Google Drive, and Dropbox. Every user who had a smart device (i.e. phone, laptop, etc.) gets an online storage space from their providers.
With the rise of cloud storage, many users have incorporated it within their IoT networks. Most providers have added other services aside from cloud storage to their users. Applications are now available online without having users install them, which created cloud computing. Cloud computing is a way of conducting all forms of data processing remotely in a provided cloud server. Most applications use these servers to implement large scale algorithms such as; natural language translation, image processing, and sound classification [3] . As a result, cloud usage removes most of the processing strains on user's devices. However, this makes the process too centralized. This strain is dumped on the cloud instead. A bottleneck is created that limits the effectiveness of the service. The software and hardware architecture of the server now dictates the scope and limitations of the service.
The reliance of users on the cloud has been proven to be risky. Security, accountability, and accessibility are some aspects that can be risky to cloud service users [4] . Relying too much on the cloud to handle all the data processes could be detrimental. It moves all the focus and user's data to the server. If these servers have a security breach or malfunction, the data becomes corrupted. However, pushing all the computation onto the end devices increases its average power consumption. This increase could become detrimental to its lifespan. It also increases the runtime of an application. This increase is due to the significant difference between the processing capabilities of a server and an end device.
Applications and software that are used by the general public today have increased in complexity. It has reached a point where technology companies are required to make changes often to stay relevant in the market. Having too many computations on one side of the network spectrum can be too costly to both the users and the companies that manage them. These issues in power consumption, runtime, and latency does not introduce edge or fog computing to IoT [5] as a standalone solution. However, we get a better system by having it in combination with the already existing cloud computing architecture. It can balance the data traffic that strained the cloud servers and reduced the power consumption that limited the end devices. Edge or Fog computing creates a more decentralized means of offloading data processing while Cloud computing maintains a distinct balance in control by not overwhelming the edges.
One of the computation heavy applications mentioned earlier was sound classification. Sound classification is a type of large scale classification that can be used by cities as a smart city application [6] . However, urban sound classification was selected since it is a more specific subset. This type of implementation deploys a large number of end devices to a city to sample the sound within each respective section. The sound collected is then classified for specific patterns and events that are happening within each area. If each device was to send their sound data continuously, then it could increase their average power consumption which could decrease the lifespan of the system. Also, more processes mean a longer runtime for an application which could result in unreasonable wait times for data to reach the server. This wait time could reduce the integrity of incoming data as it no longer indicates a real-time representation of the sound within the area that the system is classifying. Also, if most of the processing occurs in the cloud, then the server could be overwhelmed and become unresponsive due to the data traffic.
This paper investigates the effectiveness of using a bal- anced combination of fog computing and cloud computing for urban sound classification by creating a simulation of the sound classification system. By focusing on the trade-off between end device power consumption, application runtime, and server-side latency, we aim to create a configuration that can make the proposed sensing system scalable. We use a combination of tests and simulations that measure power consumption, runtime, and latency to prove that we can deploy an urban sound sensing platform for IoT networks. The rest of this paper is as follows: An in-depth discussion of the different aspects of the proposed system in Section 2. Section 3 describes the experimental setup. Next, Section 4 notes all the conducted experiments and their corresponding observations. Finally, Section 5 are conclusions to these observations.
Background

Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a model that enables convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of computing resources [7] . This shared pool is made possible through cloud storage technology. Cloud storage technology provides users with a means to store, retrieve, or back up their data through an online storage [8] . It makes this possible with the use of cluster applications, network technology, distributed file systems, and many more online resources. Partnered with IoT, cloud computing becomes a revolutionary tool for devices that rely on online servers for data storage.
As technologies progressed, network applications have started demanding more resources and required more processing power. As a result, traditional servers began to have difficulties with the increase in the cost of operation and maintenance. Cloud computing enters in as a solution by introducing parallel processing. Parallel processing allows a remote server to offload tasks into subroutines systematically. Figure 1 shows a diagram that visualizes a cloud-based IoT network and some of its known features [3, 8] .
However, even though cloud computing has notable strengths over traditional systems. It also comes with some bottlenecks and risks [7, 9] :
i. Server overloading -In cloud computing, most devices have their uses reduced to only sending their data to the cloud servers while waiting for the results of the computation. However, as the number of users connected to a cloud increases, data starts being received by servers at higher volumes and velocities. This sudden increase contributes to the data traffic, which results in a bottleneck. Due to data congestion, large-scale servers are significantly slowed down by high latency. High latencies will render a server unresponsive. As a result, the potential of integrating any form of real-time application is reduced by this bottleneck.
ii. Scalability issues due to centralization -In a centralized cloud infrastructure, capacity defines the number of users a service can handle. Managing the data traffic within a server will become more tedious if the network funnels all the resources into one centralized unit. A server that can only handle a limited number of devices cannot be scaled up. As a result, when scaling up a cloud-based architecture, its capacity will always be its limiting factor.
Edge/Fog computing
Edge or Fog computing is an alternative to cloud computing that can be used to offload the storage and computations from the IoT devices [10] . The difference is that cloud computing uses a server while fog computing uses a network edge or an edge device. It is an end-user device, located close to the IoT network [11] . It not only provides data but also processes data. In fog computing, the end-user device requests the services and also handles the computing task. Cloud computing offloads the data management to the server while edge computing distributes the management load towards its edges.
Offloading the computations from the IoT network is made possible with the use of cloudlets. A cloudlet is an edge device located between the server and the data source [11] . It effectively handles computing tasks that include the processing, storage, caching, and load balancing of the data transported to and from the cloud. With the existence of this intermediary data processing area, the computation is offloaded and distributed to its edges. Figure 2 shows a diagram that visualizes a fog-based IoT network and some of its notable features [5] . This computing design points out benefits and improvements to the standard cloud computing infrastructure [12, 13] :
i. Better offloading and reduced server strain -Fog computing allows the network to offload the data processing to its cloudlets. Offloading reduces any resulting data traffic and server strain. Therefore, more users can now be managed more efficiently with edge computing.
ii. Scalability through parallelism -Fog computing allows scalability through parallelism and decentralization. It focuses on adding edge devices to the network. On the other hand, cloud computing scales a cloud server by increasing its size in terms of data capacity.
Related Literature on Cloud and Fog Computing
In [14] , the authors created a general scope of the potential of fog computing in terms of large scale data analysis. They proposed a multitier architecture for smart cities with the use of fog computing. Their paper opens a possibility for fog computing to drive the next wave of smart city applications. Urban sound classification is one of the intended sensing platforms for smart cities. By being able to create a sensory architecture to gather data around a large area, smart cities are made to be a more plausible implementation. However, their design provides an important detail that our paper aims to reinforce. Cloud computing still carries a critical role in enabling the fog.
A similar design was discussed in [15] . They proposed a hierarchy of layers that combined fog and cloud technology to handle data from a larger scale. The network collects the data through the edge devices. Each device is grouped locally using cloudlets. The data then gets pre-processed from the multiple fog layers until it can be analyzed and stored globally within the cloud. Our paper takes the same stance as we aim to utilize the cloud as more than just a storage device but also a medium for more general computing.
Both papers focused on a feature to benchmark the performance of their designs. [14] decided to use the number of jobs completed by each fog layer at given time intervals. On the other hand, [15] chose to test their design according to the accuracy of their classifier. Our papers differ as we decided on using power consumption, runtime, and latency. We selected these metrics to achieve a more in-depth investigation on the behaviour of the server and the end devices at different processing load configurations. Although the previously mentioned works were able to create a framework for a design that incorporates both cloud and fog computing, there are drawbacks in offloading processes within the network hierarchy.
Moving computing and processing loads from the server to the edges require devices to have more processing power. As a result, the power consumption and application runtime among edges increases. Too much of this offloading might render a system undeployable. However, focusing on minimizing the power and runtime requirements from the devices will lead to server strains. Therefore, a proper load balance is needed within the network to make our system scalable. By focusing on these factors, we create a metric to base the feasibility of our proposed sensing platform. To test our framework, we needed an application that demanded a large amount of attention to power consumption, runtime, and server strain. Our investigation pointed us towards urban sound classification.
Urban Sound Classification
Urban sound classification is a sound sensing platform that distinguishes the types of sound that are present in a city-related area [16] . Ideally, the sound data should be obtained by the devices in real-time. This constraint means that devices are recording sound almost all the time. As a result, an efficient configuration that minimizes power consumption and runtime must be in place to maximize the lifespan of the system. Also, the intention of this system is to be deployed and left to record sound from its assigned environment for long periods. Most sensing nodes are powered using batteries. This feature makes power efficiency crucial in maintaining the system. Also, the end devices are continuously transmitting data to the server. Without a proper balancing of computational loads, any server can easily be overloaded and rendered unable to function. Sound classification, in general, is composed of two stages; first, data collection and then, classification. In our implementation of the system, incoming data is first processed by the devices into a form that can be used by the neural network for classification. Then, the transformed data is fed by either the device or the server into the classifier for results. Within our implemented system, we trained the models to distinguish a selected pool of urban sounds.
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the process of obtaining related information from data [17] . However, data has become too large for conventional processing. Fortunately, even though data gets too big, it tends to be redundant. In that case, we can transform this type of data into a representative set of feature. Converting this data from its original form into a smaller set is called feature extraction. The following is a discussion of the sources of features that we used in our system.
MFCC and Mel-scale Spectrogram. Mel-frequency
Cepstral Coefficient is a technique that extracts features in the cepstral domain [17] . The cepstral domain is a mathematical algorithm that obtains the envelope of the spectrum in the logarithm domain. First, the acoustic signal is converted by the function into a digital signal. This signal represents each level of the signal at every discrete time step. Next, the data is filtered, which maximizes the magnitude of the highest frequencies in comparison to its lower counterparts. This procedure is called pre-emphasis, which is performed to improve the overall signalnoise ratio of the signal.
After pre-emphasis, the sound samples undergo a short-time Fourier Transform (STFT). In this procedure, the signal is framed and windowed by the STFT function. After removing any discontinuities from the resulting output of STFT, it undergoes Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The result is a spectrogram which is a visualization of the signal in the frequency domain. Then, we apply a Mel-Scale filter to the signal, which yields a Mel-scale spectrogram. The features from this signal were obtained by relating the perceived frequency to actual frequency [18] .
The ability to distinguish pitches and relate them to real-world sounds can help the neural network to even classify digital sounds from recordings or radio. The MFCC variation of this signal was still obtained to widen the feature scope of the classifier. Before obtaining the cepstral coefficients, the spectrum undergoes a logarithmic process. It is a process where we take the logarithm from the powers of each Mel frequency. Then, the resulting log powers undergo discrete cosine transform (DCT). DCT is a type of fast algorithm that transforms the domain of a set of signals from times to frequency [19] . The resulting frequency spectrum is the cepstral coefficients.
2.
Chromagram. Chromagram is a technique that visualizes pitches as energy distributions. Also known as Harmonic Pitch Class Profile, chromagrams are spectrums that distinguish different pitch classes.
There are multiple ways of obtaining the chroma spectrum. In this paper, Librosa uses the STFT approach. This approach starts with the sound input visualized in the frequency domain using STFT.
Then the signal power is calculated using a logarithmic scale which results in frequency bins. These bins are eventually added together mathematically. Now expressed as energies, the values are warped onto one octave to fit the salience of 12 pitch classes [20] .
3. Spectral Contrast. Octave-Based Spectral Contrast is used to extract musical features by considering the difference between the spectral peaks and valleys in a spectrum. These peaks correspond to harmonic components, while the valleys are non-harmonic components such as noises. The computation process begins by expressing the sound input into the frequency domain via FFT. Then, we apply the Octave Scale Filters to the output, which will divide it into sub-bands. We then estimate the strength of spectral peaks, valleys and their differences in each sub-band. Next, we translate the resulting spectrum in Log domain. Finally, with the use of the Karhunen-Loeve transform, the features are mapped in orthogonal space [21] .
4.
Tonnetz. Tonnetz is a harmonic network representation of pitch intervals [22] . The first stage is the Constant-Q spectral analysis which is a derived logarithmic frequency. These spectrum vectors are then framed and windowed into 12-bits. The resulting stream of bits is then transformed into Tonal Centroids in the 6-D space based on harmonic associa-tions between pitches. The sequence of tonal centroid vectors is modulated using the overall rate of change of the smoothed tone and the distance between the vectors. Finally, we obtain the features from the resulting peaks in the signal.
Neural Networks
An artificial neural network is a computing system that is widely used by programs for classification [23] . It is a biological neural behaviour that has been observed and applied through computational algorithms. Neural networks come in different shapes and forms based on their intended learning flow. Each network models a general system that decides on an output based on its given input. A neural network can consist of three types of layers: input layers, output layers, and hidden layers. First, the input layer contains all the possible features or parameter values. Neural networks use these values for decisionmaking. Next, the output layer contains all the possible outcomes of the model given the possible inputs. Lastly, the hidden layer consists of a variable number of layers. These layers decide the different ways an input can take to reach an output. The network is trained programmatically using a given dataset.
The model is built by having the data simulated over a defined set of parameters and outcomes. By having the model observe the behaviour of the data during different instances, it can deduce patterns and relationships between inputs that eventually create the neural network [24] . Neural networks are not guaranteed to be accurate. It can only be as precise as their training data. The training data can dictate all the possible relationships and behaviours that the neural network can observe. Therefore, the quality of the data(i.e. no noise or outlying information) determines the effectiveness of the network's training. Using a more complex classifier could limit us from moving the neural network to the device due to processing constraints. Therefore, we elected to settle with a more basic neural network to allow a more flexible system.
Methodology
Overview
The proposed system is composed of a cloud server connected to multiple end devices. Each device is programmed to communicate with the server wirelessly. The design starts by modelling the two standard data processing practices for IoT based classifiers; cloud and edge computing. Depending on the configuration, the sound data is either classified within the device or the server.
Our focus on testing is on power and latency. Power consumption is one of the mentioned bottlenecks in terms of scaling a system. The sound classification was the selected application due to its high processing requirements that result in high demand in power from its sensing nodes or end devices. Using this type of application allowed us to point out any power usage differences between the two practices. Latency is another limiter for servers that attempt to scale up by adding more connected users. Servers tend to run into issues in managing incoming data once it reaches a certain threshold of connected devices or data traffic. To achieve a scalable design, we aim to investigate the feasibility of each data processing practice by simulating them under the proposed sound classification framework.
We based the first setup on edge computing. In this setup, the device does both the recording process as well as the classification. We labelled it as configuration A. The general flow starts similarly with configuration A where the end devices collect the sound data from the environment. However, instead of sending the sound data to the server for classification, the data is classified within the device. The results are then wirelessly sent to the server storage. Then, the server notifies the device via a message once the results have been received and stored. Figure 4 shows the logical flow of the edge/fog setup or configuration A as implemented in our design.
On the other hand, we based the second setup on cloud computing. We labelled it as configuration B for the conducted experiments. The general flow of this setup focuses all of the processing to the cloud. It starts with the edge devices, which is in charge of collecting the sound from the environment. Ideally, each device will be placed strategically around an area to get as much sound data as possible. Then, the end devices will send the sound data to the cloud server wirelessly. After receiving the data, the server converts these sound files into feature maps. Each feature map is used to classify the incoming sound. Then, the source device is notified by the server that it has successfully stored the classification results. Figure  3 shows the logical flow of the cloud-based setup or configuration B as implemented in our design.
The purpose of starting with these two setups was to distinguish the differences in processing time and power consumption of the two represented computing practices in a controlled environment.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup is composed of 4 major sections. Each aspect contributes to the previously discussed data processing practices and the implementation as a sound classifier. These sections are as follows; Design Specifications, Sound Recorder, Sound Classifier, and Testbed Setup.
Design Specifications
In terms of hardware used, both practices are the same. This decision was made to eliminate any extraneous variables on the experimental setup. To represent the end devices of the network, using a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B. We used Pi's because they were easier to program and were capable of rapid prototyping. Each Pi 3 model B uses a Quad-core ARM Cortex A53, with a processing benchmark of 1.2 GHz. During experiments, multiple Pis are connected to the server using a star topology arrangement. Each Pi was pre-loaded with the default Raspbian-Jesse operating system for the end device implementations. As for the cloud server, the design makes use of a remote server that runs on an Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. For hardware specifications, the server used an Intel Xeon Processor E5-2640 that had 6 cores running at 2.50 GHz each. The Pis and the server contains Python with version 3.6 to cater to the software needed by the libraries in the design. An STM32 NUCLEO-64 board with an attached X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 expansion board to serve as a digital MEMS (Micro-Electrical-Mechanical System) microphone to record the sound. Using a digital microphone made it easier for the data that was read in by the Pi to be processed.
Sound Recorder
The sound recording part of the implementation uses a digital microphone and a Python script programmed within the Pi. This script uses the microphone wired through a USB (Universal Serial Bus) on the Pi and a Python library called PySound. There was no need for any initial data processing because the microphone was digital. The microphone setup used for the STM32 NUCLEO-64 board and the X-NUCLEO-CCA02M1 were their default configurations (i.e.16 kHz sampling rate, single-channel, and 16-bit resolution). The script specifies a variable recording length to help in the classifier later on. It calls the PyAudio library to initialize the recording by creating an audio stream that uses the specifications of the digital microphone.
During recording, the Pi reads in frames of data from the microphone. The selected frame size was 4096 bytes per frame. Each frame is appended to a list by the script. Upon reaching the recording length, the library closes the stream and a file handler stores the data into a WAV file. Afterwards, depending on the data processing practice, the sound file is either sent to the server via Socket Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or kept within the Pi for classifying.
Sound Classifier
The sound classifier implementation consists of 3 sections: the dataset, the feature extraction process, and the learning architecture.
1. Dataset. The classifier used in the experiment uses an UrbanSound8K dataset [16] . This dataset is a group of sound files compiled from different sound types in an urban setting. The original UrbanSound dataset is a collection of 1302 full-length recordings. Each sound, labelled according to the sound occurrence and salience annotations, varied from a duration of 1-2 s to over 30 s. The 8K version of the dataset was a modified version of the original. This version splits the 1302 recordings into 4-second clips resulting in 8732 sound excerps. Listening tests were conducted by Salamon [16] to find out the most optimal sound format to achieve the best identification accuracy. The results indicated that 4 seconds was the best clip duration which yielded an accuracy of 82%. The UrbanSound8K dataset consists of 10 low-level classes: air conditioner, car horn, children playing, dog barking, drilling, engine idling, gunshot, jackhammer, siren and street music. We based our classifier on the design advised by Salamon [16] . Also, in terms of the dataset, he arranged the sound clips in 10 folders. Each folder contained around 850 clips upon average. We will be using these folders to train the model outlined in this paper.
2. Feature Extraction. To extract these features, the script imports a sound processing library called Librosa. Librosa loads in the dataset and converts them into feature maps. The conversion is carried out using feature extraction methods provided by Librosa. Also, this paper consists of 5 feature extraction sources: MFCC, Chromagram, Mel-scaled Spectrogram, Spectral Contrast, and Tonnetz. With the use of these sources, we created a program that transformed all the sounds related to the classifier into sound maps.
3. Neural Network. After extracting the features, the scripts compile them into a sound map and then fed into the neural network. The neural network uses Tensorflow to construct its framework. Our classifier uses a basic neural network framework that has 2 hidden layers. Also, each one contains 280 and 300 nodes, respectively. We used Tensorflow and three folders from the Urbansound8K dataset to train the neural network. Each folder consists of 870 clips that were 4 seconds long as described by Salamon [16] . Also, we resampled all the clips as 22050 Hz sound files for feature extraction. We then configured the training scripts to have variable training epochs and learning rate to obtain the highest accuracy. We split the dataset 70-30, where 70% of the sound files were used to train the classifier. The remaining 30% was used to test and verify the classifier afterwards. After training and testing the classifier under multiple iterations, the best accuracy was 85%. This result came from a training epoch of 5000 and a learning rate of 0.1.
Testbed Setup
Three tests were conducted to obtain the three metrics that are the focus of this paper. The tests were to measure the end device power consumption, application runtime and the server latency. The testbed takes these three tests and breaks them into two sections: the power consumption and the runtime test, and the test for latency. For the first test, we executed a script that samples a 10 second sound clip through the microphone. After finishing the recording, the program saves the sound clip as a WAV file. Next is another script that reads in the WAV file and extracts its features. An urban sound classifier model defined in the neural network section then uses these features. Once the model returns the results, the program then exits.
Firstly, the testbed measures the power consumption of the end devices by using the Monsoon power monitor. This test allows the observation of any significant differences between the two practices in terms of their effective execution. This power monitor will be used to directly power the Pis to measure any changes in power consumption while running the program. By taking note of when these changes occur and aligning them with the recorded timestamps, the testbed can be used to map out the overall power usage of the device during testing. Next, the testbed measures the runtime by adding timestamps during every major procedure within the program. In measuring the total runtime of the application, each end device will wait for a confirmation from the server that the results have been successfully obtained and stored by the classifier.
The next test takes each implementation and measures its latency by measuring the times it takes for the Pi to transmit all of the data to the server. Each Pi will be sending packets to the server at the same time. A round-robin type of scheduling is used to manage each Pi to obtain each of the data they are transmitting sequentially. Each transmission is timestamped to check when a Pi starts a sending and when it ends. This design allows us to measure the latency of each Pi and pool them together to obtain an average value representative of each configuration.
Testing and Evaluation
The purpose of the tests was to determine the most optimal configuration of our design. By considering the dif-ferent types of computing architectures discussed in this paper, we attempted to create the best iterations of the proposed system.
Initially, our test takes two configurations. The first configuration has the classification done on the edge while the other has the classifier inside the server. These configurations were labelled configurations A and B, respectively. Configuration A was set up by placing the classifier in the Raspberry pi to be executed in the end device. First, the operation flow starts with the microphone recording the sound for 10 seconds. Next, the program will save the sound data into a file that is read by the classifier script. The classifier code will then extract a feature map from it. Then, our model will classify the results of the extraction. Lastly, the results of the classifier are sent by the devices to be stored by the server.
Configuration B was set up by placing the classifier in the server to be executed in the cloud. The recording is the same with configuration A. However, instead of classifying the sound file in the Pi, it will be sent wirelessly via packets to the server. Using wireless socket communication, the Raspberry Pi will establish a connection to the server. Once a connection was established, the Pi will send the sound file to the server as packets. The server will then reconstruct this information into a workable file. Finally, the program will classify the sound and store the results into the database.
Both configurations were executed for 20 iterations. The first metric measured was the power consumption of each iteration. Figure 5 shows a comparison between configurations A and B in terms of their respective iterations. It can be observed through the graph that most of the points from configuration A is higher than that of configuration B. The results yielded an average power consumption of 1852.00 mW for configuration A and 1830.54 mW for B. Configuration B has a lower power consumption than A by a value of 21.46 mW. However, this value is not large enough to be considered a significant difference. Therefore in terms of power consumption, configuration A and configuration B are relatively the same.
We also measured the runtime of the program for 20 iterations. To make sure that the observations between the runtime of the two configurations are more distinct, we broke them down into two runtime measurements: the recording phase and the classification phase. As mentioned in the setup, the end device will only record the runtime once the server confirms that all the server-side processes (i.e. Classification for configuration B or storage for configuration A) are complete.
Over the same 20 iterations, we also measured the runtime of the program. To make sure that the obser- vations between the runtime of the two configurations are more distinct, we broke them down into two runtime measurements: the recording phase and the classification phase. As mentioned in the setup, the end device will only record the runtime once the server confirms that all the server-side processes (i.e. Classification for configuration B or storage for configuration A) are complete. Figure 6 shows a graphical representation of our runtime measurements for each phase. We observed that the recording phase for both configurations is the same. However, the time it takes to complete the classification phase has configuration B taking 6.02 seconds while configuration A takes 47.36 seconds. This significant difference shows that configuration B is better than configuration A in terms of runtime by being 41.31 seconds faster overall. Overall, we calculated an average runtime of 57.77 and 6.42 seconds for configurations A and B, respectively.
The next test was to investigate the latency of each configuration. Each configuration was tested by having multiple Pis to transmit their data to the server. The server receives the data, one Pi at a time through roundrobin scheduling. We intended to deploy the design to support growing networks. Therefore, the test was conducted with 4, 8, and then 12 Pis to simulate the effects of a growing network to the latency of each configuration. Figure 7 shows that results of the latency test. We observed that configuration B significantly slows down as the number of Pis increases. This observation exposes the inability of the configuration to manage growing networks. On the other hand, configuration A shows that it can manage larger systems through its steady graph. However, as we recall the previous test, configuration A 
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Average is significantly slower in terms of runtime than B.
To investigate further, we tried to take the slowest section of configuration A and offload some of its parts to the server. As a result, we created a new configuration that had the feature extraction conducted in the Pi and the actual classification in the server. So instead of sending a whole sound file to the server, the Pi sends a feature map instead. In theory, this could improve some aspects of the design by requiring less power and reducing latency by transmitting fewer data.
The new configuration, labelled as C, was tested similar to A and B. Table 1 shows a summary of the power and runtime test comparing the results. Configuration C yielded an average power consumption of 1786.86 mW being lower than both A and B. Also, the average runtime that we measured was 53.02 seconds. This measurement shows a potential drawback to this configuration by being only slightly faster than A, but still significantly slower than B. Lastly, we measured its latency. Table 2 shows a summary of the latency test comparing the results. We observed that configuration C is steadier than B in terms of latency increase over network growth. Also, its values and trend appear to be the same as A.
As observed from the yielded values, C is the best in terms of power consumption. In terms of runtime, B is the best leaving the other two significantly slower. However, in the last test, C and A show their ability to handle growing networks by maintaining relatively low latencies at higher network traffic while B does not. Though B can be faster, it is not scalable since it cannot handle an increase in sensing nodes. Therefore, run time does not indicate any advantages of B over the other configuration. This puts more weight towards power consumption and latency than runtime. Each configuration is ranked. To have a more systematic way of determining the best among the 3 configurations, each rank is assigned a specific number of points, 1 for third, 2 for second and 3 for first. The configuration that has the highest number of points is arguably the best. For the runtime and power consumption, the scoring is based on the obtained values. While for the latency, the scoring was based on the effectiveness of the configuration as the number of Pis increased. Table 3 shows the scoring of each configuration with respect to the data collected. By consulting the data and the results, the best configuration is C which is a balanced combination of both edge and cloud computing architectures.
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Conclusion
This paper examines two types of computing; Edge/-Fog computing and Cloud computing. Each type focuses on a specific aspect of the IoT network. Tests were conducted to investigate on the optimization techniques to create an efficient system in terms of minimizing both end device power consumption and server-side strains for sound classification for citywide deployment.
There were 3 configurations used in the testing. The first configuration took the classifier and executed it within the end device. The second configuration moved the classifier to the server. The third configuration took apart the classifier into two sections, placing the feature extraction in the end device and the classification in the server. First, the performance of the classifier was tested. The power consumption and runtime of the system under each configuration was observed. It was determined that in terms of power consumption, the third classification was the best by requiring less power to transmit the data that was significantly reduced in size.
For run time, the second configuration was the best significantly due to the processing power of the server in comparison to the end device. Next, the scalability of the system was measured by testing its latency as the number of end devices were increased. The results showed that the first and third configurations were capable of scaling. On the other hand, the latency of the second configuration significantly increased as the number of end devices increased. Lastly, each configuration was ranked based on the results of the test. The scoring showed that the third configuration was the best overall. Therefore, it shows how focusing on a single type of computing could result in a limited design.
The future of IoT-applications in this growing industry is by finding optimal configurations and distributions of work within a system. Not focusing on a single archetype can prove to be beneficial in creating a more power efficient and load balanced IoT-based system.
